
Circuit Court, D. Kentucky. May Term, 1834.2

ELLICOTT ET AL. V. PEARL.

[1 McLean, 206.]1

EVIDENCE OF BOUNDARIES—HEARSAY—CONTRADICTION OF “WITNESS BY
PROOF OF CONTRARY STATEMENTS MADE TO OTHERS—NOTES OF
SURVEYOR—POSSESSION—WHOLE TRACT—ADVERSE
POSSESSION—ACTUAL OCCUPANCY.

1. A witness was offered to prove, what an individual by the name of Moore, then deceased, had
said in relation to the beginning corner of a survey, made many years before, he having been one
of the chain, men in making the survey. Rejected as incompetent.

2. Hearsay or reputation may in a proper case be evidence, but this is always of a matter known to
the public, which may be rebutted by other witnesses.

3. In cases of pedigree, of necessity, hearsay as to a particular fact is admitted; but it is in the general,
limited to the connexions of the family. But a particular fact, as a corner of a survey, cannot be
proved by what an individual, not under oath may have said.

4. Ancient boundaries may be proved by hearsay or reputation, known to the public, and not by
hearsay as to a specific fact.

5. Kincaid was examined as a witness by demandants, his statements at other times being proved by
defendant to have been different, from those sworn to. The demandants cannot strengthen his
evidence, by showing that he made other statements corroborative of his evidence.

6. The notes of a surveyor, appointed to make the survey, of those objects which in the discharge
of his duty, he must ascertain, are evidence, but no remarks on the plat beyond these, can be
received as evidence.

7. Possession under a deed, extends to a whole tract, if there be no adverse possession.

8. A tenant put into possession by the grantee, without definite boundaries, will be held to be in
possession to the extent of the tract.

9. Where there is an entry without claim of title, the possession is limited to the actual occupancy.

10. Possession may be held by other means-o than actual residence, or by a fence.
[This was a suit by Thomas Ellicott and. Jonathan Meredith against William Pearl.]
Mr. Wickliffe, for demandants.
Mr. Ously, for defendant.
OPINION of THE COURT. This is a writ of right brought to recover three thou-

sand acres of land. The issue being joined, the plaintiff introduced a patent to James
Kincaid for two thousand acres, and for one thousand acres, and deeds through various
persons to the demandants. The survey of the two thousand acres is on the east fork of
Rockcastle, in Lincoln county. The survey of the one thousand acres is on the waters of
Rockcastle in the same county. The demandants' counsel also read certain surveys made
by one McNeal, one of which was made out in this case, and the other in the action of
ejectment lately pending in this court;, between the same parties. A great number of de-
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positions were read, and other evidence to prove the locality, surveys, &c, of the deman-
dants' claim. The tenants claim under a patent from the state of Virginia to Jacob Remy
of twenty thousand acres of land, dated the 15th of July, 1789, and lying on the waters
of Rockcastle. Thirteen thousand four hundred acres of the same tract were conveyed by
Remy on the 20th November, 1799, to William Edwards. And the 20th December fol-
lowing, Edwards conveyed seven thousand acres of the same tract, by metes and bounds
to Pearl, under whom all the other tenants claim. This conveyance covers the land in con-
troversy, and also includes the land covered by Kincaid's patent.

The evidence conduces to prove that in 1800 Pearl entered into the possession claim-
ing the land conveyed to him, and he and others claiming under him, have held pos-
session ever since. There is evidence conducing to prove that McCammon either in the
year 1800 or 1801, entered on the land under a purchase from Pearl, and that afterwards
McCammon exchanged his first purchase
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with Pearl for some other part of the same tract, and Pearl took possession of McCam-
mon's first improvement Witnesses have been examined to show that Remy's patent un-
der which Pearl claims, should he located on Pond creek, and which would prevent any
interference with Kincaid's patent. And the demandants offer to prove that one of the
chain carriers, by the name of Moore, in making Remy's survey, was dead: and that he
attended with the witness offered, about twenty-four or five years ago when a surveyor
Charles Smith, Davis Caldwell and————Moore, when said Moore, in the hearing of
Camp Mullen, the witness, stated that he was one of the original chainmen; that they start-
ed at the mouth of Pond' creek, and run south until the surveyor told them the distance
called for in Remy's patent was out; and they then turned out to hunt, for the corner; that
he found a white oak standing near to where the course and distance ended plainly and
anciently marked as a corner tree. That he recollected it was marked on the north and
west sides, but could not say whether it was marked on the south side or not; that the
white oak was of a common cabin log and that near to the tree lay the trunk of a white
oak not quite so large, &c; that they then run north, and on the course of Remy's patent
saw line trees plainly marked, &c. This evidence is objected to and the question as to its
competency is now to be considered.

The statement of Moore as detailed by the witness is mere hearsay. It was made a
long time after the survey of Remy was executed, and relates to mere facts, such as that
the beginning corner of Remy's survey was at a particular place, and that certain trees
were marked, &c. This then is an attempt not to prove what exists in public reputation,
but a fact known, perhaps, only to Moore, and his mere statement, not under oath, not
made at the time the transaction occurred, but a long time afterwards, is to establish the
fact. Now if this were a case in which hearsay would be admissible, still the testimony of-
fered would be incompetent. In the case of Mima v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch [11 U. S.] 290,
the supreme court say, “hearsay evidence is not competent to establish any specific fact,
which is, in its nature, susceptible of being proved by witnesses who speak from their
own knowledge.” This rule is founded in reason and propriety. Whatever is known to the
public, as a matter of reputation, must be known to many persons besides the individual
called to prove it; and consequently other witnesses may be called to contradict or explain
his testimony. But if what a deceased person has said in regard to a particular fact, not
under oath, shall be received as evidence, how is the party against whom the fact is to
operate, to rebut it. If the deceased person were alive and should state the fact, under
examination as a witness, he would make the statement under the solemnity of an oath,
and would be responsible to the law, if he swore falsely; but his statements not under
oath are made without responsibility of any kind, and they may have been drawn out by
the person most interested in them. What security would there be against fraud and cor-
ruption, in procuring such evidence?
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In cases of pedigree the remarks of persons intimately connected in the family, such as
father, mother, brother, &c. are admissible to show the relationship of an individual. But
this rule is established from the necessity of the case, and embraces only statements made
prior to the controversy pending. It is true, hearsay is made up of remarks or statements
of individuals, but when circulated abroad, and discussed as such matters usually are, in
the community, if the facts stated be unfounded, the error will be likely to be exposed
and corrected. There is therefore this security as to public reputation when it is received
as evidence. In matters of public right this evidence is necessarily admitted. In England,
where a vast number of rights are founded on prescription, this is the only evidence by
which they can be sustained. The same may be said of particular customs, which in fact,
depend upon prescription. In cases of pedigree above remarked, and also in the establish-
ment of boundaries of counties, &c. in which the public are interested, where the matters
proved extend beyond the memory of living witnesses, they must of course, if proved by
parol, be proved by general reputation. But this is wholly different from the establishment
of a private right, by hearsay proof of a particular fact. In this country reputation as to
boundaries has been admitted, though such boundaries relate merely to private controver-
sies. And this is undoubtedly an extension of the English rule. But, it is not believed that
any court in this country has permitted a specific fact to be proved as hearsay, under the
rule as extended. In no sense could such proof be called reputation, for the proof would
not be what was known to the public, but what was said by an individual, and of which
the public had no knowledge. A principle that would admit such evidence would break
down the well established rule on the subject and place the most important rights at the
disposal of the vicious and unprincipled part of the community. There are cases in which
the remarks of a surveyor, being employed to make a survey, made while thus engaged,
as explanatory of what he is doing, may be proved as evidence. But these are received as
a part of the res gestae, which tend to explain the survey. Barclay v. Howell's lessee, 6
Pet [31 U. S.] 504. We are clearly of opinion that the evidence offered is incompetent,
and it cannot, therefore, be admitted.

The deposition of James Kincaid, having been read by the demandants, which proved
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various facts, the defendant called Mershon, Smith, and others, to discredit Kincaid, and
who state, there being no objection, that he declared Perry's survey was made by him at
the mouth of Raccoon creek, when it was his interest to place it at Pond creek, &c. which
is in contradiction to the facts stated in his deposition. And the demandants, with a view
to sustain Kincaid, offered to prove his statements at other times, made subsequently to
the statements proved by the defendant, and which would go to support the statements
in his deposition; and the question is as to the competency of this proof. There are cases
in which the statements of a witness may be proved to sustain his evidence; but this is
never admitted except under peculiar circumstances: as where violence has been commit-
ted on a female, and she discloses the facts immediately afterwards. And in some cases
the rule has been extended beyond this; but these eases are believed not to be sustained
on principle or authority. The tenant has proved that the witness made statements which
contradict his deposition, and it is proposed to show that subsequently he made other
statements different from those proved by the defendant, and corroborative of those in
his deposition. These statements are not evidence, except to discredit the witness. At best
they are mere hearsay, and of course they are inadmissible. They are not offered or used
by the defendant as evidence on the merits of the case, but merely to discredit the wit-
ness.

Now suppose the demandants could prove that subsequently the witness made dif-
ferent statements, would not this tend to show that no reliance could be placed in his
statements? And how are such subsequent statements to weigh as evidence, or support
the facts sworn to? Must his contradictory remarks on the subject be proved for years?
and must we then strike the balance to ascertain the truth? This mode of arriving at the
truth would be as novel as it would be dangerous. It would enable a party to manufacture
evidence at pleasure, and to do away the effect of the truth confessed by a repetition of
falsehoods. Where a witness is impeached by proving that he made statements contradic-
tory of what he has sworn to, no witness can be called to prove other statements made by
him, which go to support his evidence, except in the case named, or others which come
within the rule applicable to that case. This is the rule observed in the Berkeley Peer-
age Case [4 Camp. 401], and is believed to be sustained by authority. 1 Phil. Ev. 307; 1
Starkie, Ev. 187.

The defendant has given in evidence the original survey of Remy's entry, as made by
Kincaid, showing the lines, corners, &c. and to counteract, this evidence the demandants
offered in evidence a survey made by McNeal, in a case between the same parties, and of
the making of which the defendant had due notice. On this plat the surveyor has noted
that the “chops” are ancient, “John Forbes, Jun, states that he cut the same letters and
figures,” “on the east side, the chops appear to have been marked with a larger axe, than
the chops on the beginning tree.” To the introduction of this plat as evidence, the defen-
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dant objects on account of these remarks of the surveyor, and for other reasons. McNeal
has been examined by the demandants as a witness in this case, and if this plat, with its
notes be offered to support his evidence, it is clearly inadmissible under the rule, that the
statements of a witness cannot be received to support his evidence. And if the object be
to contradict and discredit the witness, it cannot be done by the demandants, he being
their own witness, but they may prove that he was mistaken. The most decisive objection,
however, to the plat as offered is, that the notes by the surveyor are not of facts, which he
was required or authorized to ascertain in the discharge of his duty. So far as he noted the
corner trees, the streams of water crossed, the courses and distances run, they are matters
which he must know in making the survey, and which are evidence in proper cases. But
whether the chops are ancient or modern, or whether they appear to have been made by
a large axe or a small one, or what John Forbes, jun may have said, is a matter of which
the surveyor can know no more than any other witness; and consequently what he has
stated on the plat respecting these things, is mere hearsay and not evidence. As the survey
was made in another suit between the same parties, and on due notice, no objection is
perceived to receiving the plat as evidence, so far as the objects noted come strictly within
the duty of the surveyor. The plat shows a survey of the land in controversy, and may cast
some light on some of the controverted points in the case. We will, therefore, admit it as
evidence, after erasing the above objectionable notes by the surveyor.

The evidence being closed, the demandants moved the court to instruct the jury, that
if they believe from the evidence that the survey of Jacob Remy, and the adjoining survey
of George Thompson, were, in point of fact, made at the mouth of Pond creek, by be-
ginning at or near the letter L, on the plat, that the law locates the patent on the ground
where it was actually surveyed, notwithstanding the call or reference in said patents, or of
either of them, to the mouth of Raccoon creek; and if they find that the patent of Remy,
as surveyed, does not interfere with the claim of the plaintiffs, that they ought to find for
the plaintiffs, unless they find that the defendants have had possession by an actual resi-
dence or fence, within the patent of plaintiffs thirty years or more next before the bringing
of this and
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the other suits. This instruction pre-supposes that there can he no possession of land,
which shall enable a party to claim the benefit of the statute of limitations, except by
actual residence or by a fence. It is admitted that the occasional occupancy of land for
a temporary purpose, such as making sugar, may not amount to an adverse possession,
within the statute, but it is clear that building an enclosure or fence, or actually residing on
the land is not the only mode of possession which will enable the tenant to claim under
the statute. A piece of ground may be so situated as to be cultivable without a fence or
artificial enclosure. There are many improvements which give notice to the public of oc-
cupancy and ownership, as fully as a fence. The construction of a dwelling or other house
connected with other improvements, may show as clearly an appropriation of the land as
to enclose it by a fence. We therefore decline giving the instruction as asked; but will give
it on striking out the word “fence,” and inserting in lieu thereof the words, “improvements
with intention of taking possession.”

The demandants then moved the court to instruct the jury, that the settlement of Wil-
liam Pearl at or near the figure 11, as designated on the plat in 1800, outside of the patents
under which the demandants claim, does not give any defence or limitation to the deman-
dants' rights to recover, though he settled within what he supposed to be Remy's claim;
unless they find that Remy's survey as actually made, and on which his patent issued,
includes said settlement and the patent under which demandants claim. No objection is
perceived to this instruction. A settlement outside of Remy's survey and patent, though
believed at the lime it was made to be within it, cannot limit the demandants' right be-
yond the actual occupancy. For in such case, there in nothing to show the extent of the
adverse claim beyond the actual possession. Where an individual enters under a title,
there being no adverse possession, he is in possession to the extent of his boundaries.

The demandants further requested the court to instruct the jury “that unless they find
Remy's survey covers the patents under which the plaintiffs claim, that the settlement of
McCammon within the two thousand acres, does not give a claim to a possession with-
in the one thousand acre patent, nor does the possession within the one thousand acre
patent give any possession within the two thousand acres.” “That as to the two thousand
acres, the statute runs as to that from the time a possession was taken by an actual res-
idence, or by fencing, and the same as to the one thousand; consequently, that if they
find that one has been thus possessed adversely for thirty years next before the bringing
of this suit, and the other not; that as to the other not so held, they should find against
such defendants as were within such patent at the date of the demandants' writ, provided
their settlements are not included in Remy or Thompson's, as originally surveyed.” This
instruction is refused. There in no evidence to show the extent of McCammon's claim.
Pearl had a conveyance for seven thousand acres, which covered the two thousand acre
tract, and also the one thousand. His entry then under the rule above stated, there being
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no adverse possession, would be to the extent of his boundaries. And McCammon en-
tered under Pearl, though the extent of his claim is not shown. If he purchased a part of
the original tract, his entry would be limited by such purchase. But, if he entered under
Pearl, without designation of limits, he would be in possession of the extent of Pearl's
claim. These principles are well settled in this state, and it is believed that they give the
correct rule on this subject.

Without then, some evidence of the limit of McCammon's claim, how can the court
instruct the jury that his entry was limited by any thing short of the original boundaries of
the seven thousand acres under which Pearl, seems to have entered? If the facts existed
in the case as assumed in the instruction, and the entry was limited to the tract specified,
it might be given; but to give it in the face of other and contradictory facts, could only
tend to embarrass and mislead the jury. The whole instruction is framed in reference to
the limits of the demandants' claim, and not in reference to the title under which the en-
try was made. And the court instructed the jury on the motion of the demandants, “that
if they find from the evidence that James Kincaid, the surveyor of Remy and Thompson
did in point of fact make these surveys or cause them to be made, and the patents issued
thereon, beginning at or near the mouth of Pond creek, as designated on the connect-
ed plat, and that after he returned the certificate of survey and patents issued thereon,
marked or caused to be marked surveys with lines or corners to correspond with the calls
of the patents at Raccoon creek, that such marking or surveying is utterly void and vests
no title whatever in Remy, or his alienee; notwithstanding such surveys or marking may
include the land in contest.” And also, “that if they find Kincaid's beginning comer as rep-
resented on the plat, that then, as to this controversy, his surveys are properly laid down.”

The defendant then moved the court to instruct the jury “that if they find, from the
evidence that Remy's patent does not cover the land in contest; yet if they find that the
tenants or any of them, or those claiming under them, or any of them, have had possession
of the land in contest for thirty years next before the commencement of the demandants'
suits they must find for the tenants.” The general language of this
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instruction was used under an agreement to embrace other suits pending, between the
demandants and other tenants, involving the same title which should be determined by
the decision in this case. The instruction might have been more definite as to the extent of
possession by reference to the title under which the possession was held; but as this may
be considered as included in the word possession, if it extend beyond the actual occu-
pancy, agreeably to the rule laid down in this case, the instruction as asked is given. And
the court instructed the jury also, “that to enable the demandants to recover, they must
have proved to the satisfaction of the jury, that they, or those under whom they claim,
have had seisin of the land in contest within thirty years next before the commencement
of their suits.” And also, “that if they find from the evidence that Remy's patent includes
the land in contest, they must find for the tenants.” The jury found that the tenants have
better right than the demandants, to the land in controversy; on which verdict judgment
is entered.

NOTE. This case was taken to the supreme court on various exceptions to the opinion
and instructions of the court, and the judgment of the circuit court was affirmed. 10 Pet.
[35 U. S.] 414.

1 [Reported by Hon. John McLean, Circuit Justice.]
2 [Affirmed in 10 Pet (35 U. S.) 412. See note at end of case.]
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